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News in brief

Turkey nabs 220kg of cocaine 

ISTANBUL:  Turkish authorities seized 220 kilo-
grams of cocaine on a ship that arrived at a port in
the country’s southern coast from Brazil, the local
prosecutor’s office said late on Tuesday. Police in the
coastal province of Mersin found the cocaine hidden
in a container carrying packages of paper, it said,
adding two suspects had been detained. Footage
showed narcotics police with a search dog going
through the container and taking the packaged
blocks of cocaine out of boxes labeled as containing
blank A4 paper. Turkey is on the so-called Balkan
Route of drugs trafficking which is used to supply
the West with drugs from Asia and the Middle East,
including heroin moving from Afghanistan to Europe.
Ankara says drug trafficking is one of the main
financing sources for terrorist groups. —Reuters 

Brazil embraces Chinese vaccine 

RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil: Brazil’s health minister said
Tuesday the country would add the Chinese-made
CoronaVac vaccine against COVID-19 to its national
immunization program, despite a political and diplo-
matic row over whether to use it. Health Minister
Eduardo Pazuello said the federal government had
reached a deal with Sao Paulo state, which is helping
test and produce the vaccine, to buy 46 million doses
to be administered starting in January. “This vaccine
will be Brazil’s vaccine,” in addition to another devel-
oped by Oxford University and pharmaceutical firm
AstraZeneca, Pazuello told a video meeting of the
South American country’s 27 governors. “That’s our
big news. This is going to recalibrate the process” of
eventually vaccinating Brazil’s population against
Covid-19, which has claimed more lives here than
any country except the United States. —AFP

Kremlin intimidates Navalny

MOSCOW: The Kremlin is trying to intimidate
opposition politician Alexei Navalny to discourage
him from returning to Russia to campaign once he
recovers from his poisoning, one of his close allies
said. As the 44-year-old has convalesced in Germany
where he was flown for medical care after falling ill in
Siberia in August, Navalny’s team says Russian
bailiffs have frozen his bank accounts and the title to
his flat. The Kremlin has since accused Navalny of
working with the US Central Intelligence Agency,
prompting the pro-government Federal News
Agency to report that Navalny could be guilty of
treason. “We see all kinds of intimidation by them:
‘let’s arrest his apartment ... let’s open cases into state
treason’,” Leonid Volkov, a senior member of
Navalny’s team, told Reuters. “It’s clear these are all
just fakes designed to intimidate.”  —Reuters

Floods kill 111 in Vietnam

HANOI: Vietnam following weeks of severe flooding
and landslides, authorities said yesterday, as the
country braced for yet another storm this weekend.
About 178,000 homes have been submerged by
floodwaters, according to the International Federation
of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies, with res-
cuers mounting a desperate bid to get food and
drinking water to those cut off. Roads, infrastructure
and crops in the central region have also been devas-
tated by the floods, the charity added, warning that
hundreds of thousands would need housing and
income support in the coming weeks.  —AFP

LAGOS: Lagos was under a round-the-clock curfew
yesterday enforced by police roadblocks, the day
after witnesses reported soldiers had opened fire on
protesters in Nigeria’s biggest city, in an incident a
rights group said may have caused deaths. The
Lagos state governor said 30 people were hurt in the
shooting at a toll gate in the Lekki district, a focal
point of nearly two weeks of nationwide protests
against allegations of systematic police brutality.

The governor said one man had died in hospital
from blunt force trauma to the head, though it was
unclear if the victim had been a protester. As
President Muhammadu Buhari appealed for “under-
standing and calm”, Amnesty International said it was
investigating “credible but
disturbing evidence of
excessive use of force
occasioning deaths of pro-
testers” at the toll gate.

Four witnesses said
soldiers had fired bullets
and at least two people
had been shot. Two of the
witnesses said the lights
were turned off at the gate
shortly before the shoot-
ing began. One said he
saw soldiers remove bodies. In a Twitter post, the
Nigerian Army said no soldiers were at the scene.

Yesterday, fires were burning across Lagos and
residents of the districts of Ebute Mette, Lagos
island and Okota reported hearing gunfire. Police -
some armed, some wearing body armor and many in
plain clothes - earlier set up roadblocks in Lagos,
two witnesses said.

Witnesses saw youths trying to get through some
checkpoints, and reported protesters in some neigh-

borhoods. In the upmarket suburb of Ikoyi, where
the streets were deserted, groups of youths created
their own roadblocks out of traffic signs. Authorities
imposed the curfew on Lagos on Tuesday after the
governor, Babajide Sanwo-Olu, said the protests had
turned violent.

‘The buck stops at my table’
Thousands of Nigerians have demonstrated in

protests that initially focused on a police unit, the
Special Anti-Robbery Squad (SARS), that rights
groups had for years accused of extortion, harass-
ment, torture and murders. The unit was disbanded
on Oct. 11 but the protests have persisted with calls

for law enforcement
reforms.

President Buhari said
yesterday he was commit-
ted to providing justice for
victims of brutality, and
that police reforms also
demanded by the demon-
strators were gathering
pace. His statement, dis-
seminated by his
spokesman, did not refer to
the shooting at the toll

gate, from where a witness saw smoke rising yester-
day. Sanwo-Olu tweeted pictures of his hospital visit
to victims of what he referred to as the “unfortunate
shooting incident” in Lekki.

He said 25 people were being treated for mild to
moderate injuries, two were receiving intensive care
and three had been discharged. “I recognize the
buck stops at my table and I will work with the FG
(federal government) to get to the root of this unfor-
tunate incident and stabilize all security operations

to protect the lives of our residents,” said Sanwo-
Olu. In a broadcast, he urged Buhari to intervene in
investigating what happened at Lekki. Witnesses
described being shot at by soldiers.

Inyene Akpan, 26, a photographer, said more than
20 soldiers arrive and open fire, and two people
being shot. Witness Akinbosola Ogunsanya said he

saw around 10 people being shot, and soldiers
removing bodies. Another witness, Chika Dibia, said
soldiers hemmed in people as they shot at them.

A Nigerian army spokesman did not respond to
requests for comment. Nigeria sovereign
Eurobonds fell more than 2 cents on the dollar
yesterday. —Reuters

Millions placed under curfew in three states

Lagos locked down, army under 
scrutiny after protesters fired on

LAGOS: Lagos was placed under a round-the-clock curfew yesterday enforced by police roadblocks,
the day after witnesses reported soldiers had opened fire on protesters in Nigeria’s biggest city, in an
incident a rights group said may have caused deaths. —Reuters

UN chief calls for 
individual action to 
combat misinformation 
UNITED NATIONS: United Nations Secretary-
General Antonio Guterres will launch a ground-
breaking global online action today (21 October),
call ing on people around the world to
#PledgetoPause before they share content online.
The activation is part of a wider behavior change
campaign that aims to create a new social media
norm to help combat the rising impact of viral
misinformation.  

In a video recording for the campaign, to be
released on his Twitter and Instagram accounts
and designed to be replicated by other leaders,
influencers and concerned citizens, Guterres, who
will begin his message with a five-second pause,
says “During the COVID-19 pandemic, the wrong
information can be deadly. Take the pledge to
pause and help stop the spread of misinformation.” 

The Pause campaign is part of Verified, an
United Nations initiative launched in May 2020 to
communicate accessible science-backed health
information in compelling formats and share sto-
ries of global solidarity around COVID-19. Pause
is the first global behavior change campaign on
misinformation to mobilize experts and
researchers, governments, influencers, civil socie-

ty, businesses, regulators and the media under a
single message - #PledgetoPause.  

The campaign, which is based on research that
indicates that a brief pause significantly lessens
the inclination to share shocking or emotive
material thereby slowing the spread of misinfor-
mation, aims to increase media literacy to enable
social media users to spot misinformation and
stopping themselves from passing it on. 

The Pause campaign aims to reach a global
audience of 1 billion globally, online and through
partnerships, by the end of December. On
October 21, throughout the day, online influencers
and global voices will  make their own
#PledgetoPause and call on their supporters to
do the same.   “COVID-19 is not just a health cri-
sis, but a communications emergency as well.
When misinformation spreads, the public loses
trust and too often makes decisions that hamper
the public response and even their own lives,”
said Melissa Fleming, UN Under-Secretary-
General for Global Communications. “It is
increasingly clear that we cannot successfully
tackle the pandemic without also addressing
online misinformation. Each and every one of us
can help break the chain of misinformation by
pausing before we share.” 

Fleming noted that individual steps alone will
not suppress misinformation. The organization is
working with social media platforms to recom-
mend changes, and has recognized some
notable steps to flag or block misinformation

and elevate science-based content. 
It has also warned that the amplification of

inaccurate or harmful information and ideas on
social media exacerbates some of the most
pressing issues of our time. It foments hate and
enables oppressive regimes, twists elections,
skews understanding of challenges like climate
change, undermines trust in institutions and
exposes children and the vulnerable to danger-
ous ideas or people. 

Civil society collaborators supporting Pause
include organizations committed to tackling mis-
information from around the world including
Chequeado, Newschecker.in and First Draft,
while African media organizations such as
MultiChoice, and Yuvaa are helping to distribute
Pause messaging. 

UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres

Tension, defiance 
in trenches 
of Karabakh
ON KARABAKH FRONTLINE, Azerbaijan:
Scorched grass, some trees on the horizon and coils
of barbed wire are visible from a small slit in the
wall protecting a trench on the frontline of
Nagorno-Karabakh.

Here Armenian soldiers seeking to keep control of
the disputed region of Azerbaijan take turns to watch
the activities of their foe in the Azerbaijan-held terri-
tory, located just 100 meters (328 feet) away. The
afternoon has been comparatively calm on this part
of the Karabakh frontline. But in other places fighting
had resumed between Armenia and Azerbaijan, each
blaming the other for violating a new ceasefire hours
after it came into force. As the servicemen are stand-
ing outside in the sun, the humming of a military
drone forces them to swiftly take cover.

“It finds a moving object, approaches it and
explodes, hitting its target and dispersing shrapnel,”
said soldier Armen Asatryan, 18. Most victims in the
conflict had been from drone strikes, he added. So
far the clashes that broke out late last month have

claimed more than 800 lives, dozens of them among
civilians. The toll could be higher as Azerbaijan does
not provide the number of its military casualties.

‘Fighting spirit’ 
Once the unit is given the all-clear, soldiers can

resume their duties outside. A Kalashnikov rifle in
hand, one of the servicemen takes his turn on watch.
He climbs a set of steps to reach a narrow fortified
observation post-a space just big enough for one per-
son to stand. The soldier’s eyes are fixed on the ene-
my’s territory.  At another look-out post, AFP journal-
ists saw Kalashnikov casings from recently-fired bul-
lets scattered on the ground.  “The night (Saturday to
Sunday) was relatively tense. But the fighting spirit and
morale of our personnel is high,” major Vladimir
Nazlukhanyan, the commander of the unit, said.

He asked AFP not to reveal their precise location
for security reasons. This wide V-shaped trench was
built just after conflict broke out between the two
ex-Soviet states in the early 1990s. 

‘Repel everybody’ 
For decades since the two countries have been

locked in bitter conflict over this mountainous
region populated by ethnic Armenians. Karabakh’s
self-declared independence has not been recog-
nized internationally, even by Armenia, and it
remains a part of Azerbaijan under international law.

The walls of the three-meter-deep trench are
made up of earth and mud, in some places rein-
forced with large stacked tires. Concrete rails line
the winding path which leads to a stone bunker
where soldiers can rest in between their shifts on
iron beds with mattresses and sleeping bags.

Just outside towels and T-shirts are drying on
thin lines of string. —AFP

STEPANAKERT: An elderly man carrying bags with food
walks in the almost empty city of Stepanakert yester-
day during the ongoing fighting between Armenia and
Azerbaijan over the breakaway region of Nagorno-
Karabakh. —AFP

Amnesty claims 
evidence of

casualties

Tanzania readies 
for polls after 
years of ‘hell’ 
DAR ES SALAAM, Tanzania: Tundu Lissu, shot 16
times in an assassination attempt, returned to
Tanzania to run for president-but he did not know
what to expect after the “hell” experienced by the
opposition under President John Magufuli. Political
rallies had been banned for years, freedom of
speech suffocated, opposition leaders killed,

abducted and arrested. Lissu was worried for his
own safety. But the 52-year-old has been amazed
by the reaction as he crisscrosses the country to
heaving crowds clamoring to see him. “After five
years of repression, I was not expecting this kind of
enthusiasm and mass support from the people,” he
said. He said the opposition has “gone through hell”,
but believes his Chadema party will be the rightful
winner of the October 28 presidential and parlia-
mentary elections.

However, like many observers, he believes it will
not be a fair fight. “There has not been one large
event that has really thrown the free and fair
moniker off of this election, it has been more a
series of small things, death by a thousand cuts if

you will,” a Western diplomat told AFP on condition
of anonymity. “Whether it is a campaign event being
disrupted by police, campaign officials being arrest-
ed for unknown reasons... the burning of Chadema
offices... little things that add up.”

No room for dissent 
Tanzania has long been seen as a haven of stability

in an otherwise volatile neighbourhood, but since
Magufuli’s election in 2015 as a corruption-busting
man of the people, alarm has grown over a perceived
slide into autocracy. Magufuli at first made wildly
popular moves such as curbing foreign travel for gov-
ernment officials or showing up in person to make
sure civil servants were doing their work. —AFP


